
 

 

 

 

HOW WE WORK 

 

Inventory 

After you contact us, our first step is to learn about your questions, wishes and requirements (what is your 

question, what do you want, where do you want to go, how you like to travel, your timeframe, who´s coming with 

you, budget , equipment etc.). Based on this information, as well as our expertise, we create a free complimentary 

preliminary itinerary proposal. 

 

Itinerary Development 

You review that initial itinerary and provide thoughts and additional requests. We revise as necessary to better 

match your needs and expectations. We start to make a concrete planning and script. We provide many option 

for your film production or travel such as locations, historical or location research permits, when to shoot, costs, 

casting and talents, crews, equipment, art department, studios, post facilities, visas and work permits, film friendly 

hotels, transportation, communications and safety advice. We will be in touch by email and skype conference call 

until you have a program or itinerary you are delighted with. This is a joint process based on an on-going dialogue 

between you and our expertise.  

 

Finalization, Confirmations and Deposit 

The itinerary document will include a day-by-day account of activities (with background information and history. 

When you are happy with the final itinerary and provide a final approval, we will send you a draft contract and 

budget overview with all your wishes and our service. After signing the contract, we will begin the process of 

confirming your equipment, locations, talents, crew, hotels, trains, and all other services. We will do this very 

carefully and will inform you about all discounts, prices and agreements. Once we started this process of 

confirmations we will report to you and request a 25% deposit. Upon receipt of your deposit, we reserve 

equipment, transportation and accommodation. Each aspect of your production or travel wishes are confirmed in 

advance so you can be confident that every detail is taken care of and that there will not be any last minute 

changes. 

 

Pre-productions 

Sometimes a (deep) research pre-production is necessary, we can help you with a historical or location research 

and procure/ provide historical data if needed,  photographs for research, literature for research, invitation letters, 

support for visa or other legal documents, research information about permits and entrances, casting if needed 

and prepare the recce period with planning and locations. We will ask you a location breakdown with indoor/ 

outdoor information and any persons appearing in the location to prepare the recce period for your team. 



Additionally, you will receive handy advice and information before you arrive in the Netherlands, such as details 

about changing money, insurance suggestions, health precautions, weather updates etc. 

 

Recce in the Netherlands 

When you are coming to the Netherlands you will be met at the airport by Mata Hari Media. We will take you 

through your itinerary or recce location planning and will manage all facilities and logistics. During the location 

scout we will advise you based on your breakdown and our detailed communication about the recce and research. 

In the location factsheet we procure/ provide depiction and location release based on forms (location breakdown) 

supplied by you. In this location factsheet we will provide location information about: name, scene number, time 

and planning, facilities (toilet, wardrobe, parking space, electricity) specifications about the different areas (if 

already set), special limitations or problems.   

Shooting days 

When you are coming to the Netherlands you will be met at the airport by Mata Hari Media. We will take you 

through your itinerary and we will procure/ provide all kind of facilities during production days, based on what we 

discusses and what you need such as: equipment, crew, talents, catering, talents, transportations, 

accommodation, drivers, special requests.  

Post production 

We can mediate for a full-service post-production, editing and visual effects facility working on feature films, 

drama series and documentaries. We provide a high end post-production, visual effects (VFX) services and 

on-set supervision, applying the very highest standards of creative and technical skills to every aspect of 

the post-production process.  

 

Media  

We will use the best efforts to recruit media expressions in The Netherlands such as newspapers, magazines, 

online media. We will recruit online registrations about the film production such as IMdB, Film Database and social 

media. As an extra promotional service we will use the best effort to have the film shown at festivals or movie 

theatres in The Netherlands.  

 

Administration  

We will recruit TAX back all has spent in The Netherlands. We will prepare your tax return based on the information 

provided by you. The more information you provide (even if you are not sure whether it is relevant) the sooner 

we can complete your tax return and the lower the invoice will be. 
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